To / From
AKAK [AKA] MON WED THU FRI
AKON [AKO] MON WED FRI
ALEK [ALE] THU
AWEIL [AWL] MON WED FRI
GOK Machar [GKM] TUE
JUBA [JUB] MON WED FRI
KHARTOUM [KRT] MON WED SAT
KUAJOK [KJ] TUE THU SAT
KHARTOUM [KRT] MON WED SAT
MAJALAK [MAJ] MON WED FRI
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MALE [MEL] MON WED FRI
MARIAL [MAR] MON WED FRI
MAPIEL [MPL] MON WED FRI
MARIAL [MAR] MON WED FRI
MOTOT [MOTO] MON WED FRI
NYAL [NYAL] MON WED FRI
PIER [PER] MON WED FRI
TAMAR [TAM] MON WED FRI
THARJATH [THAR] MON WED FRI
TONJ [TONJ] MON WED FRI
WAAT [WAAT] MON WED FRI
WALGAK [WAGK] MON WED FRI
WAU [WUU] MON WED FRI
YAMBIO [YAM] MON WED FRI
YEI [YEI] MON WED FRI

Bookings TO /FROM
KHARTOUM
(Before 2 pm)
|
| Travel | Book |
| SAT    | TUE  |
| SUN    | WED  |
| MON    | FRI  |
| TUE    | SAT  |
| WED    | SAT  |
| THU    | MON  |
| FRI    | No Bookings |

All flights MUST BE BOOKED 72 HRS IN ADVANCE
The baggage weight LIMIT IS (15) KGS PER PASSENGER
All passengers MUST HOLD A VALID AGENCY PHOTOGRAPHIC I.D. (ISSUED IN ENGLISH)
Check in is 2 Hours BEFORE DEPARTURE
Locations where we are unable to connect passengers on the same day,
Agencies are expected to make adequate arrangements for accommodation at the Hub and to confirm the onward booking respectively.
Locations not covered under fixed schedule will be served under Special Request as/when required.
On-line booking address is: >loki.flightbookings@wfp.org< & >UNHAS.SUDAN@wfp.org< cc>WFPHAS.Juba@wfp.org

No RETURN to Juba service in a single day

JUBA

RUMBEK

WAU

To / From
JUBA [JUB] MON WED THU FRI SAT
KHARTOUM [KRT] MON WED SAT
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MARIAL [MAR] MON WED FRI
MOTOT [MOTO] MON WED FRI
NYAL [NYAL] MON WED FRI
PIER [PER] MON WED FRI
TAMAR [TAM] MON WED FRI
THARJATH [THAR] MON WED FRI
TONJ [TONJ] MON WED FRI
WAAT [WAAT] MON WED FRI
WALGAK [WAGK] MON WED FRI
WAU [WUU] MON WED FRI
YAMBIO [YAM] MON WED FRI
YEI [YEI] MON WED FRI

Bookings TO /FROM
KHARTOUM
(Before 2 pm)
|
| Travel | Book |
| SAT    | TUE  |
| SUN    | WED  |
| MON    | FRI  |
| TUE    | SAT  |
| WED    | SAT  |
| THU    | MON  |
| FRI    | No Bookings |

No RETURN to Juba service in a single day

MALAKAL

To / From
JUBA [JUB] TUE WED THU FRI SAT
KHARTOUM [KRT] MON WED SAT
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MARIAL [MAR] MON WED FRI
MOTOT [MOTO] MON WED FRI
NYAL [NYAL] MON WED FRI
PIER [PER] MON WED FRI
TAMAR [TAM] MON WED FRI
THARJATH [THAR] MON WED FRI
TONJ [TONJ] MON WED FRI
WAAT [WAAT] MON WED FRI
WALGAK [WAGK] MON WED FRI
WAU [WUU] MON WED FRI
YAMBIO [YAM] MON WED FRI
YEI [YEI] MON WED FRI

Bookings TO /FROM
KHARTOUM
(Before 2 pm)
|
| Travel | Book |
| SAT    | TUE  |
| SUN    | WED  |
| MON    | FRI  |
| TUE    | SAT  |
| WED    | SAT  |
| THU    | MON  |
| FRI    | No Bookings |

All flights MUST BE BOOKED 72 HRS IN ADVANCE
The baggage weight LIMIT IS (15) KGS PER PASSENGER
All Passengers MUST HOLD A VALID AGENCY PHOTOGRAPHIC I.D. (ISSUED IN ENGLISH)
Check in is 2 Hours BEFORE DEPARTURE
Locations where we are unable to connect passengers on the same day,
Agencies are expected to make adequate arrangements for accommodation at the Hub and to confirm the onward booking respectively.
Locations not covered under fixed schedule will be served under Special Request as/when required.
On-line booking address is: >loki.flightbookings@wfp.org< & >UNHAS.SUDAN@wfp.org< cc>WFPHAS.Juba@wfp.org

No OUTBOUND or RETURN Juba service in a single day

MALAKAL

To / From
JUBA [JUB] TUE WED THU FRI SAT
KHARTOUM [KRT] MON WED SAT
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MALUKA [MAL] MON WED FRI
MARIAL [MAR] MON WED FRI
MOTOT [MOTO] MON WED FRI
NYAL [NYAL] MON WED FRI
PIER [PER] MON WED FRI
TAMAR [TAM] MON WED FRI
THARJATH [THAR] MON WED FRI
TONJ [TONJ] MON WED FRI
WAAT [WAAT] MON WED FRI
WALGAK [WAGK] MON WED FRI
WAU [WUU] MON WED FRI
YAMBIO [YAM] MON WED FRI
YEI [YEI] MON WED FRI

Bookings TO /FROM
KHARTOUM
(Before 2 pm)
|
| Travel | Book |
| SAT    | TUE  |
| SUN    | WED  |
| MON    | FRI  |
| TUE    | SAT  |
| WED    | SAT  |
| THU    | MON  |
| FRI    | No Bookings |

All flights MUST BE BOOKED 72 HRS IN ADVANCE
The baggage weight LIMIT IS (15) KGS PER PASSENGER
All Passengers MUST HOLD A VALID AGENCY PHOTOGRAPHIC I.D. (ISSUED IN ENGLISH)
Check in is 2 Hours BEFORE DEPARTURE
Locations where we are unable to connect passengers on the same day,
Agencies are expected to make adequate arrangements for accommodation at the Hub and to confirm the onward booking respectively.
Locations not covered under fixed schedule will be served under Special Request as/when required.
On-line booking address is: >loki.flightbookings@wfp.org< & >UNHAS.SUDAN@wfp.org< cc>WFPHAS.Juba@wfp.org

No OUTBOUND or RETURN Juba service in a single day
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